About This Issue
This issue of People's Democracy contains the second and
final ins_tallment of "A Brief Review Of The History And Basic
Principles Of Dialectical Materialism". The article's first
installment, which appeared in the May-June issue of this Jour
nal, briefly described the basic features of the two world out
looks, idealism and materialism, and traced the history of phi
losophy up to dialectical materialism's development. This final
installment first of all describes the basic characteristics of
metaphysics (the method of analysis associated with idealism and
mechanistic materialism) and then describes the basic laws of
dialectics (the method of analysis associated with dialectical
materialism)--in the process, demonstrating through a number of
contemporary examples the applicability of the various laws of
dialectics to the concrete practice of the American revolution.
Following a summary of dialectical materialism's basic philosoph
ical principles, the article concludes by stressing the decisive
role of practice in determining the correctness or incorrectness
of any theory, program, strategy, or t�ctic developed on the ba
sis of the dialectical-materialist world outlook.
With the publication of the final installment of this arti
cle, People's Democracy has accomplished the purposes its initial
phase of existence was designed to achieve. Briefly, these pur
poses were as follows: 1) To-document the u.s. Anti-Revisionist
Movement's scattered, disunited, isolated state and to identify
the Period and Phase in which the movement currently finds it
self; 2) to identify the principal reason for the movement's
current chaotic state; 3) to identify the philosophical root
of this reason; 4) to establish the existence of organized for
ces opposing this philosophical deviation; and 5) to identify
the key task in the chain of tasks currently confronting these
organized forces, which, if grasped, would provide the basis
for the movement advancing to the next Phase and, eventually,
to the next Period.
As the reader will recall, the U.S. Anti-Revisionist Move 1
ment is currently mired in its Third Period, the Period of ThE_»
ory and Line. This Period is comprised of four Phases: l) 4l'he
assimilation of the basic laws and principles of the world's
most advanced revolutionary theory, Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tsetung
Thought; 2) The application or those laws and principles to the
u.s.-•s concrete and peculiar conditions; 3) The development of
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